2017 CQWW DX RTTY Contest
QRM
DX QRM
FT950 Antenna Opti Bim GP7Dx FD4...3Z9K. 73 de...4Z5KU.
Tnx all for putting up with tenuous contacts. 50W and a hex
beam...5R8SV. I enjoyed the contest...7K1VKU. Thank you for
the wonderful contest...7L4IOU. I enjoyed this contest. Rig is IC7600 (100W) and ANT is Dipole...7N2UQC. Had a couple of
power outages...8P5ØB. We had some problems with CAT
cable on 20M station causing some time wrong indentification
of station frequency. Station VY2/DJ7JC was typing ZØ1.We
checked it several times. Again we had young team members.They are from 9A7RA to 9A3EFD...9A1A. 24.9.2017. At
the very beginning I had problems with the CAT cable so I am
not sure if all the freqencies were listed properly...9A3VM. Many
thanks for nice contest. Best 73 de Savas...9H1AE. My rig:
Yaesu FT-920 and VL-1000 Quadra Linear @ 400W. Ants @
27m (HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF), Inv Vee DP, Plenty of
activity. I was kept busy but propagation to NA except for some
West Coast just did not happen this year. Near zero to East
Coast and zero to the the Canadian Provinces. My NA multipliers — forget it! Thanks to the organisers and 73 from Borneo to
all the participants...9M6XRO. FT-897 100W DP DP...9V1XX.
More than half of my contacts were on 10M (99% JA stations)...9W6EZ. Rookie licence issued on 10 mar 2015...A61EK.
A bit of RTTY DXing was fun :)...AT3T. FT-2000D - Hex Beam
- ZLP Electronics sound card interface - 150W Fairly good conditions this contest compared to the last few weeks.
Unfortunately could not spend much time in the shack on
Sunday. Good runs on 15M. Will be back for sure next year
too...AT5M. HE NAN IN CHINA...BA9BF. Licensed on April
12th, 2017...BI4WOP. 2015-11-13...BI8AKT. Not bad considering the lack of solar flux...CG6LB. Lic: 43478 Feb. 26
2015...CM8NMN. Running an Icom IC-7300 @ 100W into a
Dipole Antenna. CU next year. 73...CT7AIX. My first RTTY
Contest, 73 Heinz...DB8AH. TNX for the Contest. Vy 73
Manfred...DC9ZP. Not too bad condx compared to WAEDC SSB
with X-Flare...DDØVS. IC-7700 Acom 1000 Kelemen Dipol 1015-20-40-80M...DD1JN. 19.03.2016...DF4JM. Short but nice for
me, please use only as a checklog...DF6YC. TRX Kenwood TS2000X Dipol...DG1RPU. Working 40W with Mag-Loop excellent
conditions...DG3IS. 80M only...DH1TST. QRP 5W from FT-817
via tuner Z11 to antennas FD3 off-center-fed dipole 21m long,
8m high on 7-MHz band MFB23 3-band, 2-el Mini Yagi, 11m
high on 14- and 21-MHz band...DJ3GE. Very poor Condx...
DJ6TK. TRX: ARIAL-51 SKX SDR, ANT: Dipol...DK1AUP. Just
a couple of hours...DK5DC. K3/10, 5W GPA30. Thanks to the
organizers for the contest and all who digged my QRP signal
out of the noise. There was neither really time to fully participate
nor to set-up the antennas. However, I could not resist and joined
just for a single-band QRP entry...DK7HA. A guy from our club
made a few QSO on other bands when I was at home. Hope
you can correct the log so that the other Stations don’t miss these
QSO...DLØLK. Enjoyed it very much. Thanks to all who made
it into my log. vy 73/55, Tom...DL1HBT. Only a few hours
because QRL and family but a lot of fun. Tnx for the points with
only 5W...DL3CB. TS-590SG, 75W to 2-el. FD4 for all bands,
MixW 3.2.02...DL3SYA. Rig: ICOM 7400 at 80W, Dipole up 7m
only...DL5KUD. Had 21 hours fun, TNX...DL5NAM. It was a
pleasure working the WW RTTY test with my KX3...DL6ABB.
CU in the next PSK / SSB / RTTY Contest...DL6DJ. Tnx for super
contest, vy good job...DL6TS. Thanks for the great event. Take

care and 73 Klaus...DL8TG. Poor conds to OC and AF, but short
openings to SA on 10M in the night. IC-7300’s FFT-Scope is a
great help for fast tuning of RTTY-sigs. I had a lot of fun as every
year. See you in 2018 :-) 73 de Ron...DM2RM. First License
11/2014...DM5RC. Licensed July 1st 2017...DO4EAX. :-) tnx
fer CQWW RTTY contest 2017 vy 73 de thorsten...DO4TP.
Licenced 10.05.2017...DO7DOC. Thank you for the opportunity. 73 and Mabuhay...DU1AVC. CQWW RTTY Contest Dated
September 23-24 2017. Single Operator Single Band 20m /
14Mhz Low Power Full Name: P’Jay Ryan Fortaleza...DV1YZD.
Great contest lots of fun from the island nation of Niue this
year!...E6AG. TX/RX: ICOM IC-718 Anntena Direc. 3-el. CAB
RADAR...EA1EPM. 73 to all...EA1HRR. Fun contest as usual,
20 hours of operation, familiar QRM don’t let me more. Tnx all
for QSOs. 73s Juan...EA1XT. ICOM 7600 dipole DX-B Alpha
Delta to hygain avq 14 + expert 1k...EA2DDE. Catalonia, new
DXCC entity...EA3FHP. Asta el proximo concurso...EA3HKA.
Working conditions: ICOM IC-706 MKIIG, home made dipole for
40 & 80M and also home made vertical for 20, 15, & 10M. This
is my first CQWW DX RTTY contest and it really was a nice contest! See you next year...EA4DXP. Congratulations to the organizers. The first contest as EA4URL. Good luck...EA4URL. My
first “serious” contest from my new QTH. Using a SunSDR2 SDR
Transceiver, Acom 600S amplifier and Hexbeam. Thanks for all
the QSOs...EA5BZ. FANTASTIC PROPAGATION ON 10M
...EA8AQV. Rookie License: 13 june 2016...EA8ARI. Bored
contest, I abandoned it sunday earlier morning. cu next
year...EF9R. Good band conditions on 20M. Great fun
de...EI6JK. 10M conditions were poor at these latitudes but we
made the most we could of a small opening on Sunday. It was
great to be able to accommodate a few newcomers in the shack
and introduce them to CQWW contesting. All in all an enjoyable
weekend, quite casual and plenty of craic!...EI7M. ICOM 7400,
WIDE BAND DIPOLE, PROLEANT G370...EU1WW. RTTY by
WF1B Software v5...EU4E. TRX: FT-840 40W, Ant: Delta Loop
168m...EU6AA. 73...EU8A. 73...EU8F. LICENCED N730240
11/23/2015...EW7BA. Good contest!...EW7M. FT-2000, PA500W (Made in home), Ant: Delta Loop; Vert.; Dipole; 3-el
Yagi...EW8DX. 73!...EW8OM. IC-746...EX8BN. First attempt
ever for me in this mode! No sleep for a while! I was awake all
wend long but not every time at station! I waited end of 1st night
to see if i’ll still qrv later or not! When i saw my score i wanted
to continue till the end! Amazing what you can do with only +/90W and single 2-el dxbeam! I missed some easy mults another were not QRV this wend! Tks all for QSO...F1AKK. FT-950 Antenna center fed...F1RCH. Tnx for Test...F4FCE. Had fun.
Propagation not strong but received well sigs from YB, 9M.
Nothing received from Pacific area. Nice to make QSO with A44A
on 80M! Wintest K3 + SPE 1K-FA Inverted L 80...F5PHW. 60W,
4-el delta loop monoband 28 Mhz...F6IRG. QRP = hard work.
My Comet H422 worked great high up. Dave GØC/
GØCER...GØC. Just worked a few so not a serious contest
entry...G3LDI. Good to have 15M open all weekend, missed the
10M opening...G3LHJ. Only had limited time to spare...G3RTU.
A brief entry mainly to work some DX...G3ZGC. Hard going with
70W and low wire dipoles...G4EBK. FT1000 wid 100W into
W3DZZ at 7m AGL. Mostly S&P wid several short runs. Few
new stations found in last 90 mins...G6N. Did repeat callsign
many times if I detected an error but some operators but help
was not always taken...G8GHD. Just wanted to have a bit of fun,

so entered the CLASSIC class this year. Conditions were not as
bad as I had anticipated, and even 10M opened on Sunday
evening, which was a surprise. Had a few nice runs too, but
missed some calls/countries/States...GUØSUP. This is the first
contest from my new QTH. Still sorting things out, but now I know
what needs to be worked on and must unpack the amplifier!...GWØKRL. The propagation is sometimes pleasantly surprising!...HAØHW. FTDX 3000, EX14, Dipole...HA1BC.
ICOM756 pro 100W, 3-el yagi GP-s...HA6NL. TS2000 Kenwood
/ 10-el. Optibeam / Dipol / 300W...HB9BTI. Very good contest.
FT-991 30W, Mixw 3.105 ATAS 120A mounted on the
Bakon...HB9DBK. My first CQWW RTTY Contest under my new
callsign...HB9GKM. Icom 7100, 80M horizontal loop...HB9ODP.
Poor propagation Tnx QSOs!...HG6IA. Radio YAESU FT-757.
I hope there are better conditions next year...HI8PJP. K-line
400W SteppIR 3-el @ 75 feet 40M - Inverted Vee 80M - 250 foot
loop I was dodging lightning both afternoons. I had to shut down
and disconnect quite a few times. Also heavy rain and power
outages in the evenings. The very good news was 10M opened
for several hours to NA, SA, and EU on Sunday. It rocked! I ran
about 80 EU stations. The very bad news was the many
Caribbean stations who were missing because of damage,
destruction or power loss. Good luck guys. I hope to hear you
next year...HP3SS. First licensed on 21 july 2016...HS8JKY.
73...HS8JWH. Very bad propagation and many speedly alligator (that call repeatedly without listening)...IØYQV. Rig: Elad
FDM DUO 5W ant wire calculated tap 39m long 11m
high...I2BPP. Just for fun...I2WIJ. KENWOOD TS450S ANT:
DIP...I2XLF. A very good contest, I like it...I4JEE. D1WW. I discovered today that is a pirate station. I lost some points...I5WNN.
TNX VY NICE TEST - IM RTTY IS THE BEST- TNX FOR YOUR
JOB VY ’73. RIG: IC 7700. PWR: 30/80 W. ANT: 3 EL x 3 BDS
10/15/20 - ENFH 10/80 - INV. V. DIPOLE 40/80...IK2OVT. First
time with Sunsdr2Pro, it was a beautiful experience...IK2XDE.
Tnx to all! Awesome Race! 73s...IK2XYI. Kenwood ts 140 40W
Ant windom dangling from the window!...IK4XQT. TS-2000 95
W ANT. LW...IN3OWY. My first SO RTTY contest. Inverted V
dipole...IQ1GE. 28-mhz poor propagation conditions. We look
forward to a new solar cycle...IT9NAN. I saw that the 15M band
was open and I started the activity in 15. The rates was very low
and I continued to work in 20M. During the night a few stations
in 80M. Worked for 24 hours on 36 total. 500W, rigid dipole 1015-20M and dipole and inverted V for 40-80M. Many connected USA stations. Very happy with the final score. Final rates 46
qso/hour...IT9VCE. After 10 years of absence I reactivated my
vintage station. Commodore 64 - soft. MbaTor - Modem ZGP
TU-170 - Kenwood Ts-440s - Antenna Gp. I did a few dx but it
was just great to reactivate the station in rtty. Greetings to the
next contest in rtty. 73...IT9VXS. Flexradio 1500 and PA HL300
100W Ant...IU1BSV. Licensed on Dec 1, 2013...IU2BHI. License
from date 21-12-2016 Authorization tx date 22-022017...IU2IGX. License date 08-13-2015. 73, Alessandro
...IU4FNO. Licenza n.5438 12/03/2015...IU6DVS. 40W longwire...IV3HAX. 73 from Sardina Island...IWØUWE. It’s always a
great excitement to take part in this contest...IW1CBG. Due to
health problems I stopped contest before...IW1QN. Beautiful
experience, new antenna perfectly, big KX3, discrete propagation...IW9GTD. Checklog...IZØAIS. RTX Yaesu FT-897D &
Yaesu SCU-17 ANT 18m end-fed longwire & LDG AT-897
Plus...IZ3XNJ. Operated by Amelia (14 yo) licensed 15 June
2016. Details on qrz.com...IZ5VCI. Setup: 2-el. Yagi Monoband
Vertical on 40m homemade. Much fun from my contest station
for this CQWW RTTY!...IZ7FLP. CNDX was not so FB, but I
enjoyed the contest...JAØBJY. I enjoyed the contest...
JAØBZY. I enjoyed the contest...JAØGCY. I enjoyed the contest...JAØIOF. I enjoyed the contest...JAØIXW. 100W...

JA1AZR. FT-1000 100W 5-el. Yagi...JA1BNW. The propagation was way down from 2016 when I made nearly 900 Qs. There
was a short opening to NA on late Saturday UTC and EU on
Sunday, but the paths were limited...JA1BPA. I enjoyed the contest...JA1EPJ. I enjoyed the contest. 70 70...JA1GHR. This contest was in good condition, so that I could enjoy the wonderful
contest...JA1HFY. I enjoyed the contest...JA1JNM. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1OHP. I enjoyed the contest...JA1QML. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1RRA. I enjoyed the contest...JA1RTX.
I enjoyed the contest...JA1UXV. I enjoyed the contest...JA1XZF.
I enjoyed the contest...JA2ATE. Thanks for the contest...
JA2AXB. I enjoyed the contest...JA2BQX. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HOL. Tnx FB Contest!...JA2HYD. I enjoyed the contest...JA2JNC. I enjoyed the contest...JA2MOG. I enjoyed the
contest...JA3GZE. Equipments: IC-7600 + JRL-2000F (500W)
ANT: DIPOLE (80M & 40M) 3-el, BEAM (20-10M)...JA3HBF. I
enjoyed the contest...JA3HKR. I enjoyed the contest...JA3IJW.
RIG: IC-706 50W ANT: Vertical...JA3JM. Operate Place...
JA3JND. I enjoyed the contest...JA3LEB. I enjoyed the contest...JA4FCC. I enjoyed the contest...JA4GQD. Conditions
were not good, but I enjoyed...JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest...JA4RMX. I enjoyed the contest...JA4TUJ. I enjoyed
CQWW RTTY contest. Low band condx was good for minimum
rig/ant station...JA4XHF. I enjoyed the contest...JA5OXV. I
enjoyed the contest...JA6BCV. I enjoyed the contest...JA6RIL.
I enjoyed the contest...JA7ACM. I enjoyed the contest...
JA7CVL. I enjoyed the contest...JA7FDA. I enjoyed the contest. 100W loop (6mH)...JA7JND. I enjoyed a contest with a
short antenna...JA7KQC. Very fun of having QSOs in this contest. Thank you...JA7LLL. TNX NICE FB CONTEST...JA7ZP.
I enjoyed the contest...JA8CEA. Tnx for The CQWW RTTY DX
Contest 2017...JA8EIU. Great contest! I’ve met a lot of old
friends through this contest...JA9CCG. I enjoyed the contest...JA9EJG. I enjoyed the contest...JD1BON. I enjoyed the
contest...JE1GZB. I enjoyed the contest...JE1VTZ. I enjoyed the
contest...JE2CPI. I enjoyed the contest...JE3CDW. Thanks for
everyone...JE4CIL. I enjoyed the contest...JE5HTN. I enjoyed the
contest...JE6PJP. I enjoyed the contest...JE6TUP. I enjoyed the
contest...JF1CKO. I enjoyed the contest... JF1OVA. I enjoyed the
contest...JF1RYU. I enjoyed the contest...JF1WCK. Thank you
all stations!...JF2FIU. I enjoyed the contest...JF4QWZ. FT817ND
+ End fed long wire...JF8LPB. FTDX-5000 (100W) and Quarter
wave vertical antenna for 80M...JG1LFR. Arigatou!...JG2REJ. I
enjoyed the contest...JG4AKL. I enjoyed the contest...JG5UWK.
I enjoyed this contest, Tnx! Rig: TS-480HX 200W. Ant: 2-el
Yagi...JHØILL. I enjoyed my 1st RTTY contest!...JHØNVX. I
enjoyed the contest...JH1BCS. I enjoyed the contest...
JH1BHW. Thanks for the QSO in the Contest...JH1FNU. I very
enjoyed the contest...JH1KYA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1LZU.
Condx really good. I enjoyed. TNX ALL for FB QSO. IC-7600 +
Fldigi in Windows PC, Vertical DP...JH1NVA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1OVY. I enjoyed the contest...JH1XUM. IC-7300 RDipole...JH2LMH. OATH: I swear using QRP 5W out. RIG: IC7300M Power down. Ant: 4-el. CQ 17m high...JH3DMQ. I enjoyed
the contest...JH3GMI. I enjoyed the contest...JH3HWH. I enjoyed
the contest...JH3OXM. I enjoyed the contest...JH4GLG. I enjoyed
the contest...JH6QIL. I enjoyed this contest using single delta
loop with ATU...JH7IQQ. I enjoyed the contest...JH8CXW. I
enjoyed CQWW RTTY contest. Thank you...JH9CEN. I enjoyed
the contest...JI1ANI. I enjoyed the contest...JI1CIN. I enjoyed
the contest...JI1JPJ. I enjoyed the contest...JI1TSH. FTDX3000 VL1000...JI5NWQ. I enjoyed the contest...JJØPJD.
Tnx...JJ1ENZ. I enjoyed the contest...JJ2ICA. 200W
HB9CV...JK1LUY. I used power less than 5W...JK1TCV. I
enjoyed the contest. Everyone QSO Thank you communicate...JK2AQT. I enjoyed the contest...JK2NNF. Thank you very

much!...JK3NSD. Rig: FT-2000, Output: 100W Ant: 4-Band
Vertical...JL1QDO. I enjoyed the contest...JM8FEI. I enjoyed the
contest. IC7200,100W,10m high DP...JN1VFF. All logs except
20M are only for Checklog...JN4MMO. RIG: FT-2000D ANT: 8m
high HB9CV DP...JO1SIM. I enjoyed the contest...JO3EVM. I
enjoyed the contest...JO3QVT. I enjoyed this contest...JP1LRT.
I enjoyed the contest...JQ1CIV. I short time the contest...
JQ1COB. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1PCT. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1TIV. 233 zone / 14 Country / 23 W/VE QTH / 5 AMT=42
233x42=...JRØBNF. Many thanks for the nice contest...JRØBUL.
I enjoyed the contest...JR1AQI. Thank you for the QSOs. TS680V and a vertical antenna were used. The maximum output
power was 5W. Logs on other bands are also attached...JR1NKN.
I enjoyed the contest by QRP...JR2EKD. I enjoyed the contest...JR2MIN. 74 YEARS OLD...JR2PAU. I enjoyed the contest...JR2PMT. I enjoyed the contest...JR2UBS. IC-7600 KPA500
300W I did not understand rule...JR3RIU. I enjoyed the contest...JR4CTF. I enjoyed the contest...JR6AG. Lots of fun with my
simple setup...LA8OKA. Licensed 3 Feb 2015...LB8QG. Wrong
antenna direction 3/4 of the contest costs me a lot of USA
QSO...LY5W. RIG: IC-7000 100W, ANT: OB16-3...LZ2JA. RIG:
Aerial51 SKY-SDR 5W, ANT: two verticals...LZ8U. 15M a struggle, 20 & 40M bankers, and surprise opening on 10M late
Sunday...MØA. Condx good for point in SS Cycle (SFI 82 SSN12
A5 K2 S.wind 364 Geomag Quiet)...MAØCM. Great test, many
thanks!...MØCFV. ICOM IC-7300, DELTA LOOP MULTIBAND
TNX FOR NICE CONTEST, GL 73...MØNPQ. Licenced
21/10/2015...MØPLA. All QSO worked on 40M vertical...MØTAZ.
Outside influences prevented a serious effort this year...MØVAA.
First outing for M2M my Contest call - happy to say it didn’t fox
people...M2M. Work stopped play. CHECKLOG ONLY...M3I. First
licensed 24 May 2017...M6VFT. Great turn out, always someone
to work...M6W. Great contest as usual and 10M even opened for
a while...MI4I. TS990S 90W INDOOR 20M LOOP GREAT FUN
THANKS ALL I WORKED...MM2T. Better 15M condx than last
year, didn’t need 20M until Sunday...MW2I. Surpringly good
condx, 15M open many hours, 40M could have been
better...OA6Q. First Licensed APR 08, 2014...OE1VMC. Rig:
Elecraft KX3 5W, Ant: Optibeam 2 el...OF1Z. RX/TX: HermesLite V1.2, DDC/DUC-transceiver, output 5W, Ant: Inverted-L for
80M, ground plane for 40/15M, delta loop for 20M Software:
N1MM+...OF2LZI. Lost linear at early state and was forced to
retire. Spent rest of the contest in OH3D MOAB ONE
team...OF3OJ. RIG: ICOM 735, PWR: 80W, ANT: QUAD AND
VERTICAL...OF9UFO. Too busy on Saturday but gave out a few
QSOs. On Sunday I had more time and the propagation seemed
a bit better. It was nice to be able to work many nice DX on 15M.
Too bad the propagation into Japan or USA were not that
good...OG6N. SteppIR 2-el. and 80M Dipole ic-756 pro2...OG8T.
RIG: KENWOOD TS-480SAT, 100W, Ant: BUTTERNUT vertical
HF9V mounted over ground...OHØJWL. First licenced
17.08.2015...OH2EUU. IC-756ProII, 5 W, TA-33m Triband Yagi,
Trap Dipole 326 QSOs, 695 p, 36z + 100 cty + 13s/p = 149 mults,
score 103555 DXCC 52 entities, WAZ 17 zones, OpTime = 18h
45min...OH2LU. Icom IC-7700 100W Yagi 4-el 10M vertical 1040M, dipole 40/80M...OH2NT. Club effort to promote RTTY as a
contest mode among the members...OH3D. 20.08.2015...
OH5EUY. All QSOs with Flexradio remote...OH5KW. TS-590 +
PA 250W BTV5 + GP 7Mc...OH5UQ. FT2000 + 3-EL.YAGI
TRIBANDER...OK1FHI. FT991 LW27m GAP Titan DX...
OK1HEH. Kenwood TS-50, 40W, 80M Deltaloop, 40M dipole,
20/15M HB9CV...OK1KQH. IC-756 ProIII, 200W, 4-el. yagi
JO70gb...OK1LO. Rig: Kenwood TS-590S 100W, ANT: LW
15m...OK1PX. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE
YOU AGAIN FRIENDS TCVR: YAESU FT-897d, 30W, ANT: GP,
SW: FLDigi 3.21...OK2SWD. TCVR : TS590S, pwr: 100W, ant:

GP7DX + DIPOLE for 80M...OK2TBC. CQWW RTTY DX Contest
2017-09-23 00:00 UTC - 2017-09-24 23:59 UTC Transceiver
TS590S (Power 100W) ANT: vert. CP6, FD4, directional antenna ECO 14-21-28MHz...OK2UHP. TS-2000, LW42m...OK2VIR.
RIG: Kenwood TS590SG 100W, ANT: Vertical 15m high...
OK2VWB. First HF contest after long period of inactivity. I miss
lot of mults due to lack of sufficient antena for 80 and 160M, which
I must solve ASAP before next contests :) Thanks to organizators
and other HAMs for nice weekend even it was rainy here in
OK...OK2WY. new 2-el on our QTH OK5Z working very
well...OK3C. Rig: TS-590, 100W, ANT: sloper 41m and dipole 2
x 5.8m...OK5NW. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS.
SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS TCVR: YAESU FT-897d 30W, ANT:
GP, SW: FLDigi 3.21...OK5SWL. FT-1000MP MarkV, dipole +
vertical. In the middle of Prague...OL9R. First time on CQWW
RTTY in SOAB (long time ago I taked part on 20M). I took part
because I need U.S. Counties also on RTTY for my County
Challenge Toplist and I had plan to take part in Texas QSO Party.
Condx was not very good but I worked many FB stations and it
was really fun for me in CQWW RTYY so I changed my plan and
I didn’t take part in TXQP – focused 100% to CQWW. Of course
my practice in RTTY is not enough to win, but I hope next year
will be better. Unfortunately many times the rate was so low in
2nd radio when I used dual CQ. I don’t know why, maybe wrong
frq or wrong operator – hi. So usually I used the 2nd radio work
with multipliers. After the contest I seen that I missed really many
easy multipliers on 20M, some times I can’t break the pileup,
sometimes I don’t hear him, but I dont know why, not in my LOG
on 20M CX, 5T (+ zone 35), VR, OD, A9, EY. I heard and not
worked with 30+ multipliers...OM2VL. TCVR TS-590S, PWR
100W, ANT G5RV...OM3R. Yaesu FT-1000MP MARK-5 Field
ANT: G5RV...OM4O. FTDX3000, ANT LW 41m, PWR
50W...OM8LM. Nice Contest. 73 de Pat...ON2AD. 30-082017...ON3PH. TRX: Yaesu FT-950, PWR: 80W, ANT: R8 (Vert)
+ W8010 (Dip)...ON6AT. Made my target of 1 million easily in
spite of the garden works thanks to FB propagations...ON6NL.
Just testing the new tranceiver...OP3A. Just some casual S&P in
between many other chores at home :)...OT6M. First M2 entry in
Denmark ever. Unexpected condx with strong signals. 73s
Johan...OU2DX. Polish Radiovideography club...OZ/SP2UUU.
Big problems in getting computer and TX to communicate correctly but finally succeeded somewhat. Of course should have
done this before but a lot of impediments did prevent me from trying in the week before the contest...PAØMIR. Was fun, busy QRL
so just a few hours qrv, cu next time, 73...PA2REH. This year I
tried out a new antenna for 80M. Works great...PA3DTR. Nice
contest with a lot of competitors...PA8SL. I’m new into RTTY contesting, but I enjoyed it vy much. 73...PA9CW. Only 1 vertical
antenna...PB0ACU. 15W indoor dipole...PC5D. 2015-0601...PD9MK. Dear OM/YL, All QSO made by me in QRP. Station
info: QSL via buro, 5W QRP Ant: Gb5RV all bands. Great to work
you all. QSL pse via bureau. Cu all. 73, Adriaan...PE2K. Just a
few hours of contesting https://pe4bas.blogspot.nl/2017/09/
cqww-rtty-contest-2017.html...PE4BAS. Rig TS590S, barefoot,
average output 50W in this contest. Antenna horizontal dipole for
15-80M bands 5m over ground 17m long. Poor propagation on
10 & 15M this time. Hopefully next year better!...PG1R. Glad to
be back in team contesting after long time antenna issues keeping us restricted to single band entries. Despite a small team we
made the full 48-hr effort. We found out that we have some work
to do to improve the station but bottom line we are very pleased
with the result. Denis K7GK found out Europe differs a lot from
the West-Coast www.pi4com.nl...PI4COM. Rookie - first licensed
in 04-MAY-2016...PU4ENY. THANK YOU GUYS, BEST
73...PY2CAT. Like always a good time to meet our
friends...PY2NY. 73!...RØCAF. Elecraft K2 Flex-1500 Wire

Antennas...R2LAC. MNY TNX & 73s...R3LC. First licensed
2017-04-06...R3UBH. FT-950, IV, GP...R4CO. TNX! My first
CQWW RTTY! 73! RIG: IC-7200 & LW...R6KEE. FT-817 3W
ANT DIPOLE...R7KO. TNX 73!...R7NZ. 01 Apr 2016...R7RAG.
TX/RX ANT...R8XF. 2014-03-13...R9WDV. I am in the cardiology center, one of these days I will have an operation. Two days
I ran from the hospital to participate in the contest...R9XC. TNX
73...RAØUF. TS 590 100W...RA2FB. 73!...RA3THN. FT570D...RA4LY. TNX, 73!...RA9AEA. FT-900 50W, ant dipole
t2fd...RK3DSW. Thank you for the contest...RK3DXW. 73!
TNX...RK4S. PWR 50W ANT 6-EL. 3-BAND YAGI, VERTICAL,
INV VEE DIPOLE. My best 73! de Igor...RN2FQ. 73!...RT5C.
TS590S 100W, Spider 5 band...RU4LM. 73!...RU9AC. TX 4W
Ant Magnetic Loop (indoor)...RV3DBK. Checklog...RV3FF. IC
746, LW...RX3VF. FT-450D, 100W, GP 80-10M...RX6ACJ.
Greetings from Crimea! 73!...RX7K. FT950 INV. VEE...RZ3DZ.
73!...RZ9AD. It was mission impossible, because my son S53TM
was contesting on 20-M band from the same location with legal
power. We used to have PassBand filters on our contest location, but I doubt that it would help much. It was just an experiment, how does it looks like...S51J. I’ve got my licence on 26.
May 2017, so I was contesting in ROOKIE Single Operator
Overlay Category. This was the first contest I’ve done with my
callsign S53TM. At first it was planned to be MS with 3 of us
Rookies, with the same license date, but other two had some
other obligations, so my father (S51J), decided that I will go
Single from our club (S50E) contest location. Since last bad
weather left some damage on our antennas for lower bands up
on the mountain, I chose 20-M band, with 5-el. Yagi, FT-2000D
and legal power 1500W PA. I started on Saturday morning, at 6
only Europe, and here and then some Japan and Asiatic Russia.
Then at about 11 from that direction. At 18 no new callsigns. My
father decided that at 440 QSOs I’ve done enogh for first day
and draw us home. Next morning we got up one hour earlier,
hoping that there will be more signals from SE part of the world.
But there was none, only few from Japan. But then, when I wonted to turn antenna to USA, at about 10 a lot of Japan signals for
nearly 2 hours. But there were also first signals from USA, and
I decided its time to turn antenna to that direction. And that was
good decision. They kept comming, though there was a thunderstorm passing over our country for nearly 2 hours, till the end.
I was mostly doing Run, and here and then S&P, so I caught a
few very interesting QSOs all over the globe. I don’t know what
would happened if I would stay longer as I was, but my father
decided that 19 local) is late enough for my 14 years of age, and
we had to go home. On Monday morning I have to go to school,
so need some sleep before HI. Here I must apologise for any
inconvinience from my side, I’m not yet familiar with N1MM+ logger and nervousness before the first contest, dit what it did.
Father threw me into an “empty pool” saying thanks to the Club,
letting me use contest equipment, and to all that had QSO with
me...S53TM. First licensed 06.7.2016...S55BA. 31 check QSO
made on 40M. RRDXA club claim invalid. Enjoying FT8...S56A.
Contesting from a Hotel Room...SA6MIW. Elecraft K3 Butternut
HF9V @32 m.a.g.l...SM5FQQ. 73...SM5S. Redo from start? NO!
Intended to make a couple of Qs after changing the 40M dipole
in my Force C4 using my contest call (SI6V) – after 2 Qs realize I’m on SM6BZV and the dipole has to come down SWR 3.
As we should go to our cabin for the weekend, no big deal. But
wx not too good so we returned home. Made some Qs on and
off, needed to rest the eyes in between. Could hold a frequency “midday” when the big boys were on higher bands – when
they came back I was often elbowed away. Well with low power
on 40 made me long at least for a rig with 2 VFOs again. In spite
of many fruitless CQs I still got a good fun out it. Thanks for the
show. One Q- PA8/DJ7YBV rung warning bells, couldn't get it

better so left it. One station had to try three times before he had
zone in his output. 73 Jerry...SM6BZV. Radio ANTENA VERTICAL 7-BAND MONOBAND DIPOL 80M 2-EL QQ /20-1510...SP1DMD. TRX: TS-930 POWER, 25W, ANT: LONG
WIRE...SP4BPH. IC735 100W...SP6BEN. IC751A & AT500.
ANT. FB33 & DIAMOND W-375...SP73PW. TRX: FT-897, Ant:
delta loop...SP9BCH. IC746PRO, PWR: 100W, ANT: delta loop,
GP5...SP9BNM. TRX IC730 ABT 50W ANT DELTA LOOP 42m,
to...SP9KJU. TRX IC730 ABT 50W ANT DELTA...SP9MDY. TRX
IC746 60W ANT W3DZZ...SP9ZHP. 19.11.2014 ...SQ7SAU.
2016 Apr. 4 - first license...SQ8VPS. Rig: IC746, pwr:100W, ANT:
GP and LongWire 56m...SQ9FMU. 73 & TNX...TA1BX. What a
great number of excellent operators there was. All of Europe and
US and Japan and far east and so many other corners of the
world. My highlights where NL7V Alaska, A44A Oman, UA4RX/1
Frans Josef Land and ZS2EZ South Africa, all very rare at my
location. But there were tons of other fine stations on the air. What
a great fun. Thank you, the staff and officers of CQ, for organizing this great event...TF1AM. First SO2R try, tnx VA2UP, WØYK,
and K5ZR for usefull infos on the web. Fun contest. CU AGN.
73...TM3Z. Tnx all for Contest, 73...UAØAKY. FT-2000 Yagi 3el...UAØZK. TNX 73...UA3IBD. ALL TNX 73!...UA4HBM. IC-751,
LW...UA4NCI. QTH HEISS ISLAND, FRANZ JOZEF LAND, RUSSIA. Poor condx...UA4RX. 73!...UA4SJO. TNX. 73...UA6HLN.
73...UA9UKL. ROOKIE licensed since 2017-02-28...UB3APP.
Yaesu 757SX...UB5MBA. FT 950, Delta on 20M Inv on
40M...UN7PGA. YAESU FT1000MP Asimm dipole 160-10M.
Asimm dipole 80-10M Delta Loop 40M. IN V 15-20M...UN8PA.
73!...UN8PT. SW2012...UR1YDD. tu fer test, 73...UR3QTN.
Kenwood TS-590S PWR 70W ant. Windom...UR3UK. SDR1000,
ICOM-756PROIII...UR4RWW. IC 7600, 3-EL ULTRABEAM,
BAZOOKA 80M...UR5CN. TRX IC-756 PRO II 50W ANT dipole
In-V 40-80M...UR5LY. TU fer test, 73...UR5QSS. Kenwood-590
S...UR5ZGY. Using ICOM-718. Power abt 100W...UR7CB.
THANKS FOR THE FB+ CONTEST!...UR7EC. RIG: IC-756 Pro3,
ANT: Yagi 3-bend on 20-10M ,Inv 80 & 40M...UR7R. TNX for
CONTEST!...US1IV. rx-- TEN-TEC OMNI-7 ant--- GAP TITAN
DX...US5EOI. TS-140S...US6CQ. Nice condx this year!...US7IB.
ts-480sat inv v...UTØFC. TX/RX: FT-950 Ant: XL-222...UT3RS.
73!...UT5CW. X1M-PT (RX-modif) 5W ANT: VERT 40M...
UT5UUV. TRX: MiniYES + PA 100W, Ant: Vert Delta 85m...
UT8AS. TNX! 73!...UX1CL. 10M on Sunday afternoon, a surprise
couple of multis!...VA1XH. No time to operate RATS!...VA7HZ.
Conditions seemed pretty good from 80 to 15M. Used GRiTTY
for the first time and found it worked really well!...VE3KTB. 30th
december 2015...VE3MZD. It was hard work with low power and
multi band vertical, but still fun...VK3FM. Remote: K3 Mini +
N1MM+. K3 + KPA500 + KAT500. Ant: 80/40M Inv V
HF6V...VO1HP. First time RTTY...VU2DCC. ICOM IC707 barefoot with Carolina windom multi band Dipole...VU2DED. Exiting
contest...VU2YVK. 03/30/2017...VU2ZMK. First licensed
2015...WH6FAM. Sharing this test with my wife :-)...XE2N. FT817ND 5W, Mobile Whip...YBØANN. TNX...YB3HQM. WE ARE
CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI YB3ZBD === ALL WE
ARE THE BEST === THANK YOU FOR NICE QSO, GOODLUCK
TO THE CONTEST, 73...YB3ZBD. Correction Log...YC1BY.
25/04/2017 - 25/04/2022 NRI 14159426...YC2VOC. License
issued date: August 2016...YDØMAT. ROOKIE...YDØSDD. My
Amateur Radio License as a standby rate Started since 2016-0817 and Expiration 2019-08-18...YD8UXV. FIRST ORARI
LICENCE JANUARY 2017...YD8UYJ. LICENSED SINCE FEBRUARY 03, 2015...YF3WIL. pertama kali main di RTTY, ternyata mengasyikan juga, goodluck to the contest, 73 - ORARI LOKAL
KEDIRI...YG3CYS. LICENSED SINCE AUG 22TH, 2016...
YG3EDN. LICENSED SINCE JANUARY 18TH, 2017...
YG3EJV. LICENSE START 18-01-2017...YG3EKK. I am hold-

ing a general class of amateur radio license, which is valid for 3
years. My license is valid through 09/09/2019, and it means that
I got my first license on 09/09/2016...YG5YUD. Few hours of
operation in between antenna work for upcoming
DXPED...YL/ES5ZF. My 9th CQWW RTTY in row, pleased to
meet again old & new friends...YO2IS. Rig: TS590 + IC2KL max
400W Ant: Yagi 3-el + Dipole 80/40M Nice contest, TU...YO3RU.
IC7600 - 80W + dipole. Thanks everyone for QSO...YO4NF.
73!...YO4RST. Radio : FT991 Ant : HF9V Modem: USB Interface
III, microHAM...YO5BYV. It was fun to work in this contest. Thank
you...YO7LPZ. FT-950 + PA 300W DELTA LOOP V...YP5A. My
first CQWW RTTY contest...YP8W. Yaesu FT-920 4/4/8-el Yagi
for 20/15/10M GP for 80 & 40M...YR8V. ICOM 746 PRO 1/4wl
GP, 2 elevated radials on balcony...YT2AAA. Very nice contest
!...YT2PFR. 20.09.2015...YT5DEY. CONDX very bad for real
QRP...YU1LM. A lot of fun!...YV5IAL. Thanks to ZF1EJ, K6AM,
N6MJ for use of station and assistance...ZF1A. Pretty tough conditions all round, with periods of nothing!...ZL3JT. Difficult conditions with lots of QSB, but great fun nonetheless!...ZS2EZ.

USA QRM
40 and 80 were tough nuts to crack on Friday and Saturday nights.
Almost had no EU on Friday night and conditions were only marginally better on Saturday. Looking at last year’s logs, we had
much better condx to Europe on the low bands in 2016. As a result,
while the QSO count is similar to last year our score took a hit.
Sunday we missed the morning to attend the Cleveland Hamfest,
but saw better conditions on 20 and 15 in the afternoon. As always,
a great time and thank you to everyone we put in the logbook.
See you in February for WPX RTTY. Doug & Jay KB8O...AB8M.
Enjoyed my first RTTY contest...AC8JF. After having operated
FT8 using WSJT-X almost exclusively for the better part of three
weeks before the contest, RTTY is a lot of work! I heard a couple
of JA on 15 late Sunday afternoon but not strong enough to work.
Conditions were not nearly as bad as I expected. It was weird to
not hear KP2 or KP4. Best wishes to folks recovering down
there...AD1C. Licensed 1/23/2015...AF7NX. Conditions were
good for the contest...K2AL. K3 @ 5W, tribander and dipole,
N1MM Classic...K2YG. Loads of fun using the KX3 and auto RTTY
software. I’ll be back for sure next year...K2YGM. TS590SG,
100W, 1/4WL Vertical, N1MM and MMTTY software...K3DY. Had
big fun...K3MJW. Band conditions on 21 MHz were good for QRP
(5W)...K3TW. Limited operating time still lots of fun...K4RUM.
First time to enter Classic category...K4WW. Just fun to play a little...K5OA. Rookie, licensed March 2016...K5ROE. Fun contest!
Weather outside was too nice so only part time operation. Had a
186 hour running on 20/15!...K5ZD. Great to see 15 open!...
K6HGF. More multipliers than contacts...K6NLC. Worked a few
RTTY contacts using KX2 and CW paddle to a 40M wire vertical...K6NR. FIRST TIME ON AIR FOR OVER 4 YEARS...K7ABL.
On 2017-09-24, at 2300 UTC, VO2NS sent his exchange as “599
02 NL.” I have submitted the contact as VO2NS sent it to me,
even though the contest defines VO2 as LB. Otherwise, band conditions were great with 15M showing some life and staying power.
Thanks to all who answered my calls...K7VIT. Met my goal of having all the Mono-Banders in the air by contest time just barely.
The Flux started at 81 with low A and K indices which made 20
and 15 very useful. 10M was dead most of the weekend with minor
flashes from the South now and then. 15M played well for the
marginal conditions with limited openings to EU both days. A pleasure to have an open band to JA on each day! 20M was open
early and well past sunset with loud signals from EU, AS, SA, NA,
OC. While limited openings to AF. 40M was fun with plenty of stations to work. Wish I could have stayed awake longer on Friday
night. 80M was noisy but still OK. Need better antennas for DX

on 80/40. The Mono-banders on 10/15/20M work well but for DX
contests need to be much higher. Not a full effort as I suffer from
headaches since my car crash in 2008, often needing to stop and
relax while waiting for the pain meds to kick in to allow me to continue. The weather outside was simply fabulous making it hard to
keep my fat old butt in the chair. Station here is an old IC-746,
AL-80B at 500W out, 4-el 10M yagi @ 25ft, 3-el 15M yagi @ 30ft,
3-el 20M yagi @ 43ft, and a Dual Band 40M/80M Inv Vee at 39ft.
Still THE BEST RTTY CONTEST OF THEM ALL! See you in
CQWW DX SSB!...K7XC. Just a few hours...K8LF. ASSISTED,
AS I FORGOT TO DISABLE IT, NOT USED IN RTTY CONTESTING AS WATERFALL IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR
ME...K9CHP. Fun contest just wish I had more time to devote to
it!...K9GY. Lost several hours due to coax failure at the top of the
tower bands were crowded!...KA6BIM. Sat afternoon QSOs were
portable ops from NASA Marshall Space Flight Center...KB5EZ.
2016-09-09...KC3HTW. Wow! 5W and 3-band inverted vee @30
feet and my KX2 w/ATU had a blast...KC5WA. Operated for 14
hours on 20 and 40M. This is my first contest using this rig on
RTTY...KEØOR. 2017 CQWW DX RTTY CONTEST...KE5LQ. I
hope that everyone uploads to LOTW and to here. Operated
“Holiday Style”...KF1P. CQWW DX RTTY Contest was fun and
jammed pack with traffic! Thanks to Organizers and Operators! GOOD DXING & 73 de Jerome...KF4QFJ. Rookie. Licensed
5/18/2017...KG5THG. S&P only. No computer. 100% FTdx3000D RTTY encode/decode...KG9Z. NN3RP sent DC as state.
Logged it as MD...KI6DY. FIRST LICENSED 2016-11-16 NO PCRADIO INTERFACE JUST HAND MIC AND HEADPHONES
HELD TO LAPTOP FLORIDA, COLORADO, BRITISH COLUMBIA, TEXAS, NEVADA, NETHERLANDS, SASKATCHEWAN,
GERMANY, PORTUGAL, IRELAND, SPAIN...KI7IIB. KX3...
KJ7MEB. Will be trying QRP next year. Had a blast!...KJ8U. 201612-22...KK5JD. Attic dipole and 12W...KK7A. First licensed
11/04/2014...KM4FLU. A fun way to spend a weekend...KOØZ.
Certainly challenging with low sunspots but we did it
anyway...KT7G. Nice to hear the band open to Europe on 15
again!...KU2M. I operated from KU3X with 100W on 20M with the
beam pointed to EU...KU3X. AMAZING band conditions over 48
hours. First hop was incredibly LONG on 15M which keep adjacent US states out of reach for me. Needed the mults! Great to
hear EU on 20M start rolling in to east coast at 1100 UTC each
morning. 1200W into my dipoles worked beyond belief: A61EK,
A44A, JT5DX, 7Q7WW, YBØNDT in the log - XW1IC could not
pull me out. A combo of Running and S&P produced a good score.
Let the contest season begin!...KU4V. Light effort this year.
Looking for some new ones on 80 Sat night, but all I found was
that I had RF feedback issues - aarrg! Still, had a nice run in the
last hour on 20M...KX7L. Did not get to operate the entire contest. Used a new Icom IC7300...KZØUS. My first RTTY contest,
it was great. Lots of good contacts...KZ7ZUL. Moderate propagation, but fun...NØLEF. Checklog only...NØYCY. 20M dipole at
11 feet...N1IA. What a blast. Great to have propagation again!
Especially having Qs on 15 and 10M. Even got a couple ATNOs.
As usual lots of new learning. Not sure what to do about stations
squeezing me out of both sides of my run frequency. Thinking
“loud” in the LP category just doesn’t quite cut it and narrower filters will just negatively impact my decodes. I know it’s just part of
the game but moving in condx this weekend wasn’t always the
answer. As they say, “There’s gotta be a better way.” Still SO1R
here but my construction of the bandpass filters is almost complete. That should add to the RTTY fun. Thanks to all who worked
me and a special thanks to the contest sponsor and volunteers.
Setup: FT1000MP (w/ roofing fltr and click mods) Homebrew
FSK/Audio interface SteppIR 3-el @ 55’ 40M2L @ 61’ 80M
Inverted Vee @ 50’ N1MM Logger+ with MMTTY and 2Tone
decoders. 73 and CUL, Rich...N1IXF. Family came from out of

town and put a BIG squeeze on my operating time...N5KDA.
Best condx in a long time! Great to see activity 80-10M...N6IE.
All I can say it was fun and I’m tired...N6OIL. Played during the
contest for 7 hours or so. Had a great time...N6XT. Had nine
newbies learn RTTY contesting here on temp antennas after H.
Irma...N8PR. Logger does not seem to remember how to connect to the radio whenever I start a contest. And I don’t usually
notice for a while...N9BT. Great contest as usual. 10M a little
lonely. Had fun. Thanks to all that put up with the peanut whistle. 73 es see ya next year...NC4MI. Part-time effort. Was going
to operate more but thunderstorms kept me off for over 6 hours
on Sunday and a FM broadcast transmitter that decided to have
problems very early Sunday morning limited my operating on
Sunday morning. Was surprised to work some statons on 10M.
Best contact was XW1IC on 20 meters Saturday night. Rig: Icom
7800, Alpha 78, TA-33 on 20,15 and 10 and wires on 80 and 40.
Wintest worked perfectly with the microHAM microKEYER II.
Log uploaded to LOTW...NF4A. This is a fun contest with all the
activity. 73 de Max...NG7M. Ran Flex-6500 barefoot to T-11 LP,
80M OCF Dipole, and 40M Vertical. 10M was horrible. The rest
were OK, but 80 was somewhat noisy. I only intended a part time
effort, but ended up spending more time that I had planned. This
is the first time I got dual decoders working for both Flex Slices
with N1MM. It really helped having MMTTY & 2TONE running
at the same time. The RTTY Contests are quickly becoming my
favorite, other than the 160 Contests. Now if there was a 160
RTTY Contest, I would be in heaven!...NM9P. The condx was
unexpectedly good especially on 20...NN5T. On Sunday 20M
was wall to wall with signals, what great activity!...NQ6N. Not a
lot of time in the chair due to family stuff...NR4C. Just a low wire
at home right now, so a few points for the club and an (unsuccessful) hunt for VT to wrap up my digital WAS. Ah well, fun playing radio and chatting with the folks in the /r/amateurradio IRC
channel while doing so...NY7N. 10W & end fed wire...WØGN.
Thanks for sponsoring the contest...W1QK. Lot of fun with 250W
and an 80M loop at 35 ft...W3SA. Great Contest!...W4GE.
IC7300...W4GHV. I enjoyed the contest using small antenna...W4WW. First time using RTTY!...W4YG. My faithful FT-817
failed me at 05:30 into the second day. My first catastrophic failure in 28 yrs of contesting!...W6QU. Too many other things going
on to really work this contest...W6US. Propagation good to EU.
Nice to work a lot of familiar calls. Tks for the contact. See you
next year...W7LKG. OCF Dipole...W7WSV. This was a part-time
effort. Had family in town for most of the weekend...W9KKN.

After missing last year due to Geological Society of America’s
national meeting, it was good to get back at it this year. I dealt
with some serious RF issues on Saturday, but managed to make
a few QSOs. Sunday was better operating between yard and
school work...W9KVR. Good to hear those digital tones – and
get ’em in the log!...W9YK. Licensed many years, first RTTY
contest...WAØTXJ. This contest is work! Still glad I was here.
Considering the point we are in, in this Sunspot cycle I felt conditions were pretty good...WA1FCN. OH WHAT A LOVELY RUN
IT WAS...WA3EKL. GREAT CONTEST! THANKS!...WA6I.
Remote: TS-480, KPA500, 5-band HEX Beam @ 65 ft., HF-2V
vertical 40/80, 80M wire sloper. Fun having 10M come alive for
a few Qs on Sunday. Along with South American stations, I
worked Max, NG7M in northern Utah and Press, N6SS near
Prescott, AZ. 15M was wide open on Sunday to EU, Middle East,
SA and Africa. Struggled with N1MM / MMTTY software randomly hanging long on transmit before switching to receive.
Spent too much time attempting to troubleshoot this problem
without every discovering a solution. Bottom line, the more hours
in front of the radio, higher your overall score. So as you can
see, cooler fall weather got the better of me. Promise I will be
more motivated in upcoming events later this season. Best of
73s de Jack...WA7LNW. Only had an hour to jump in, but really wanted to get the log in anyway! Had fun for the few minutes
I could play. Hope I helped someone’s score for a big one! FT1000 running 5W to an A3S Beam at 40 feet. N1MM Logging.
73! Steve...WB4OMM. Conditions were rough on Friday and
Saturday, but they pick up on Sunday...WE6Z. This is another
remote operation from NX6T in Fallbrook, Ca. This was a weird
weekend. I operated as WQ6X remote from NX6T in Fallbrook,
although my remote computer was operated from W7AYT’s QTH
in Concord. Much of Saturday was spent putting up a 3-band
yagi @ W7AYT's QTH. Most of the rest of the time was spent
operating the RTTY contest. To make things easier for remote
operation, I ran a frequency 70% of the time. Things were moving along just fine until 23 microwave connection (to a nearby
hill) for fiber internet access was deliberate YANKED - ending
the contest for WQ6X. While I operated all bands (80-10M),
because 40M was WQ6X’s strongest band, I decided to submit
the log as a Single-band 40M entry. You can read more about
this contest event soon in the WQ6X Contest BLOG
WQ6X.Blogspot.Com...WQ6X. Lots of fun. Note to myself: You
HAVE to learn call stacking!...WS6X. Nice surprising opening to
the Mideast...WS9V.

